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Abstract—Retinal prosthesis (RP) is used to partially restore vision in patients with degenerative retinal diseases. Assessing the quality of RP-acquired (i.e., prosthetic) vision is needed to evaluate RP impact and prospects. Spatial distortions caused by electrical stimulation of the retina in RP, and the low number of electrodes, have limited the prosthetic vision: patients mostly localize shapes and shadows rather than recognizing objects. We simulate prosthetic vision and evaluate vision on image classification tasks, varying critical hardware parameters: total number and size of electrodes. We also simulate rehabilitation by re-training our models on prosthetic vision images. We find that electrode size has little impact on vision while at least 400 electrodes are needed to sufficiently restore vision (more than 65% classification accuracy on a complex visual task after rehabilitation). Argus II, a currently available implant, produces a low-resolution vision leading to low accuracy (21.3% score after rehabilitation) in complex vision tasks. Rehabilitation produces significant improvements (accuracy improvement of up to 30% on complex tasks, depending on the number of electrodes) in the attained vision, boosting our expectations for RP interventions and motivating the establishment of rehabilitation procedures for RP implantees.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Retinitis pigmentosa, macular degeneration and other degenerative retinal diseases are causing irreversible vision loss to more than 100 million people worldwide [1]. Through retinal prosthesis (RP) we are able to restore vision by electrically stimulating the retina to evoke neuronal responses that are interpreted by the brain as visual perceptions. However, current retinal implants still provide a limited vision: implantees can mostly localize shapes and shadows rather than recognize actual objects [2]. Still, integrating models that predict retinal response to RP interventions will lead to improved vision [3].

Spatial distortions, caused from the stimulation of ganglion cells’ axons in the region of the activated electrodes (axonal stimulation), impede the generation of precise and localized visual perceptions. The low number of electrodes in current retinal implants leads to poor and low resolution vision.

In this paper, we identify critical implant design parameters that influence prosthetic vision (i.e., vision attained by RP). We evaluate the impact of the number and size of electrodes. We introduce a novel approach to evaluate the quality of prosthetic vision using image understanding tasks, as digit and object recognition. We find that current RP technology (Argus II [4]) provides low resolution vision and does not enable implantees to handle such tasks. To show the improvements in RP-attained vision and in implantees autonomy through a rehabilitation process, we simulate rehabilitation by retraining our models on distorted prosthetic vision images.

II. METHODS

In order to evaluate how the implants’ number and size of electrodes affect prosthetic vision, we follow a three step process: (i) we set up a model to simulate object or digit recognition, (ii) we simulate prosthetic vision in square, fixed area, retinal implants of various parameters, in a subset (10%) of the MNIST [5] (digit recognition) and the CIFAR 10 [6] (object recognition) datasets, (iii) we evaluate the effect of the spatial distortions in prosthetic vision and retrain our models (step (i)) on the distorted images to simulate implantees rehabilitation to the prosthetic visual percepts.

A. Simulating implantees ability to classify images

Over the last decade, since DanNet’s breakthrough [7], Deep Convolutional Neural Networks (DCNNs) have been the state of the art for image classification. DCNNs can be usually divided into the backbone and the classification head. The backbone primarily consists of convolution and pooling layers in a hierarchical layout where lower layer outputs are fed to upper layers inputs. The final output of the backbone is
converted into a fixed size vector using max pooling and fed to the classification head, which is a multi-layer perceptron.

We model Human Classification Ability (HCA) with a state of the art DCNN. More specifically, we use a ResNet-34 model [8], with 21.5 million parameters, pre-trained on ImageNet [9]. Using a pre-trained and deep convolutional network (ResNet) we get out-of-the-box rich visual representations which can be used in different visual tasks [10]. The intuition behind this is that, using large and diverse image datasets like ImageNet for training, the convolutional layers learn to emphasize on more important visual features. This results in a richer and denser feature vector being generated by the backbone, that are used for the classification task [10]. We apply the transfer learning paradigm: we use this feature vector with a new output layer for the classification head which we train on our datasets (MNIST, CIFAR 10). Then, we also train the full model (backbone and classification head) for some epochs (fine-tuning).

B. Simulating the visual perception induced by custom retinal implants

We use pulse2percep library for python to simulate prosthetic vision attained by retinal implants [11]. Pulse2percep allows us to simulate the visual perception induced by electrode stimulations in a custom designed implant. We apply the ScoreBoard and AxonMap models to simulate the resulting visual perception [12]. The simple ScoreBoard model assumes that the stimulation of a grid of electrodes in the retina results in a grid of independent focal spots of light (Gaussian blobs). The more complex and realistic AxonMap model takes into consideration the spatial distortions caused by the excitation of ganglion axon pathways around the stimulated electrodes [12].

1) Custom square retinal implants of 4000 × 4000 µm² area: We simulate 182 implant configurations of a constant area (4000 × 4000 µm²) but with varying electrodes number and size. We simulated implants with square electrode grids sizing from 5 × 5 to 25 × 25 electrodes with a step of 2 electrodes per side and electrode sizes varying from 10 µm to 400 µm with a step of 10 µm and no overlap between neighboring electrodes. We simulated both ScoreBoard and AxonMap models.

2) Case Study (Argus II): We simulate Argus II, a commercially available retinal implant, in both ScoreBoard and AxonMap models. Argus II consists of a 6 × 10 grid of electrodes of size 200 µm with a distance of 575 µm between the centers of each electrode resulting in a 3075 × 5375 µm² area implant [4].

3) Images Pre-Processing: In order to improve the visual acuity in prosthetic vision, we process and enlarge the input images to crop any background and stimulate the maximum number of electrodes with useful stimuli (Fig. 1). In detail, we cropped the padded images from the MNIST dataset in a square shape tightly around the numeric characters and then sub- or up-sampled them to the size of the implant (Fig. 1 - top row). For the CIFAR 10 dataset, we only sub- or up-sampled the images since there is no padding around them to crop (Fig. 1 - bottom row). Then, we further processed the simulated prosthetic vision images: we cropped again tightly around the implant’s area, added padding only for the MNIST dataset results to match the style of the original padded images, and reshaped all the images to a fixed 224 × 224 pixels size to use them as inputs in our HCA model.

C. Evaluating the simulated visual perceptions before and after a simulated rehabilitation period

We evaluate prosthetic vision by measuring the classification accuracy of the HCA model on the prosthetic vision images. We simulate a rehabilitation period by retraining the HCA model on the prosthetic vision images.

In detail, we retrain the top layer of our HCA model, independently for each implant configuration and retina model (i.e., ScoreBoard and AxonMap models). We evaluate classification accuracy after each training epoch. We stop training after accuracy improvement has saturated, at 20 epochs. We treat the one-epoch model as an approximation of the patient’s visual classification ability after just a short period of time (e.g. hours - days) and the best-out-of-20-epochs model as an approximation of the visual classification accuracy after a longer rehabilitation period (e.g. months).

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Expected recognition rates decrease as the number of electrodes decrease and level of distortion increases

Applying a level of distortion to an image causes the recognition rates in classification tasks for both humans and
DCNNs to smoothly decrease as the level of distortions increases [13]. This smooth transition from the less distorted prosthetic vision images (higher number of electrodes) to the more distorted images (lower number of electrodes) is observed in our results (Fig. 2) where, excluding the untrained HCA model in CIFAR 10 dataset, we observe a smooth transition from lower to higher number of electrodes.

B. The HCA model

The HCA model (i.e., the ResNet-34 DCNN) achieved a high classification accuracy after training on MNIST (99.60%) and CIFAR10 (96.48%) sets. In MNIST dataset we first trained the top layer of the model for 15 epochs, we chose the model with the best evaluation accuracy and continued training the whole model for 10 epochs, for fine-tuning, choosing the best evaluation model as the HCA model. In CIFAR10, we converted the images from rgb to grayscale and trained our model as in MNIST case, but instead trained the top layer for 30 epochs and fine-tuned for 20: CIFAR 10 represents a more difficult task than MNIST, thus our model needs more training to reach similar levels of performance.

The correlation between human’s visual perception system and DCNNs architecture has been known for years. The first biomimetic visual computational models, resulting in the current DCNNs, originate from the study of Hubel and Wiesel [14] on the architecture and hierarchy of organic cells in the visual cortex [15]. They found that simple cells respond to lines of particular orientation in certain locations of the image, while complex cells receive outputs from multiple simple cells leading to spatially invariant responses. The computational analogs are the convolution and pooling layers of DCNNs. Every upper layer builds on previous layers, responding in a combination of previous activations, creating a hierarchical computation model of visual information.

However, this is the first time, to our knowledge, DCNNs are used to simulate humans’ ability to recognize and classify images. Another novelty lies in retraining DCNNs to simulate a rehabilitation process and study the possible impact of spatial visual distortions occurring from retinal implants, in implantees’ ability to recognize and classify objects in prosthetic vision images.

C. Custom square retinal implants of 4000 × 4000 µm² area

1) RP-attained visual acuity is nearly insensitive to electrode size: We observe that the size of an implant’s electrodes has no substantial impact on the quality of prosthetic vision, leading to only a minimal difference in the classification accuracy. More specifically, we observe a maximum of 8% difference between the best- and worst-performing implant configuration, assuming a constant number of electrodes (Fig. 2). However, the relation between electrodes’ size and the evaluation results is not clear. Between 80 and 400 electrodes there is, in some cases at least, a slight increase in accuracy as the size of the electrodes increase, however, in other cases there is a decrease in accuracy, and mostly there is very low accuracy variation with varying electrode size.

We conclude that the accuracy variation with electrode size can be mostly attributed to the stochastic nature of our rehabilitation simulations.

Consequently, in retinal implant development, we can specify electrode size to satisfy other design parameters like manufacturing cost and size of implant.

2) More than 400 electrodes are needed for complex visual tasks: We observe (Fig. 2) that increasing electrodes’ number beyond a point (around 150 in MNIST and 500 in CIFAR 10) offers minimal improvement in the classification task (saturation point). The different saturation points can be explained by the complexity of each task: MNIST is one of the easiest datasets in computer vision while CIFAR 10 is a much more difficult one - recognizing digits (MNIST) is less resolution-sensitive than object classification (e.g. cars, birds frogs) in CIFAR 10.

In easy visual tasks under ideal conditions (MNIST) we achieve good performance with 80 electrodes. However, for more complex classification tasks (CIFAR 10) we need more than 350 electrodes (Fig. 2).

Saturation in performance occurs since in prosthetic vision, for any number of electrodes, the images are distorted and have low sharpness (Fig. 1) and so the HCA model (and thus the implantees) cannot reach a higher score for the visual tasks: further improvements in electrodes’ number and consequently prosthetic vision resolution offer negligible performance improvements.

3) ScoreBoard model is a good approximation of AxonMap model in some cases: In easy visual tasks (MNIST) the ScoreBoard model is a good approximation of the AxonMap model, especially when the number of electrodes is large (more than 150) (Fig. 2 - top row). In more complex tasks (CIFAR 10) we see that the two models diverge as the number of electrodes increases (Fig. 2 - bottom row).

4) Informal validation: We did an informal validation (sanity-check) of our hypothesis on rehabilitation: that the one-epoch model represents short term and the best-out-of-20-epochs model long-term rehabilitation. We provided ten volunteers with twenty prosthetic-vision simulated CIFAR 10 samples for a 25 × 25 − 30 µm implant (i.e., implant with electrode grid size is 25 × 25 electrodes of 30 µm radius) and a 15 × 15 − 30 µm implant for five days. Each participant labeled the images. Each day (i) we logged the classification accuracy results and (ii) “trained” the participants by revealing the true image labels for each sample they examined. By the fifth day the participants had reached a saturation point in the classification task and the relative classification accuracy improvement, for both implants we examined, between day 1 and day 7, was around 30% percent. These results correlate with our simulated evaluation results (Fig. 1 - bottom row) showing a 30% improvement over the rehabilitation period.

In any case, the most important aspect of our results is not the actual absolute classification accuracy for the visual task, but rather the relative results about the insensitivity to the electrode’s size, the saturation point for the number
of electrodes and the improvement from the rehabilitation process.

D. Case Study (Argus II)

We repeat our simulations for the Argus II implant. We see that the classification task accuracy lies between the $7 \times 7$ and $9 \times 9$ custom square implant accuracy (as expected from Argus II size). In addition, we observe a correlation between the classification accuracy on MNIST and the more difficult classification of letters by actual Argus II-implantees [16]. More specifically, reports show that in the more difficult task of letter identification, separated into three classification subtasks with about 10 letters each, patients with Argus II devices implanted for 8 to 35 months achieved a mean accuracy of about 60% [16], close (considering the difficulty difference) to the accuracy in Fig. 3 after some rehabilitation period (78% to 85% accuracy).

However, in more complex classification tasks, such as the CIFAR 10, we see that the low resolution of Argus II is not sufficient to capture the needed visual information.

We conclude that current prosthetic vision has low acuity for complex tasks such as CIFAR 10 or even MNIST, as evidenced by the low accuracy score in our simulations. Still, rehabilitation can noticeably improve the RP-attained vision (i.e., 55% improvement in MNIST and 11% in CIFAR 10) (Fig. 3).

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We examined the effect of retinal implants’ design parameters on prosthetic vision. We found that the size of the electrodes has effectively no impact on performance in visual tasks and, consequently, on the quality of prosthetic vision. Furthermore, increasing the number of electrodes leads to improved vision. We observe that at least 350-400 electrodes are required to handle (i.e., around 60% classification score) a complex visual task (e.g., object recognition). While the classification score on the visual tasks increases as the number of electrodes increases, the score improvement diminishes in higher electrodes’ numbers. We observed that more than 500 electrodes offer minimal improvements in the prosthetic vision acuity. We show that current RP interventions (Argus II) provide a low-quality vision that is adequate for easy visual tasks (MNIST) but not for more complex tasks (CIFAR 10). Still, performance can be substantially improved through rehabilitation.

In future work, larger datasets with more object classes (e.g. CIFAR 100 [6], ImageNet [9]) should be examined. Our evaluation was based on relatively easy visual tasks, compared to real-world situations; in our classification tasks, we know that the object always belongs to one of the classes, whose number is limited. Moreover, we process MNIST digits so that each digit covers the entire implant area - digit recognition ‘in-the-wild’ is harder, unless special functionalities are implemented in the RP intervention.

Moreover, investigating the impact of the shape and area covered by retinal implants is of great importance to attain a comprehensive overview of all design parameters that may influence prosthetic vision. Lastly, concerning the enormous computational resources needed to simulate even 6000 images for 182 implants using AxonMap model, GPU acceleration would enable the easy investigation of distortions, caused by ganglion axonal excitation, in prosthetic vision.
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